Health and wellness report predicts industry
disruption as consumer and medical products
converge
December 15, 2011
Cambridge, MA and UK ( RPRN ) 12/15/11
— Cambridge Consultants’ “The Business
of Health & Wellness” forecasts dominance
of data-driven health companies that
capitalize on era of personalized medicine
A report issued today indicates that the
established players in the consumer goods
and medical sectors face the threat of losing
their market positions to a new generation
of algorithm-driven companies as the two
sectors continue to converge. The report,
produced by leading technology design and
development firm Cambridge Consultants,
predicts the future for the consumer goods
and healthcare industries in an era of
increasingly personalized health and
wellness products.

The report, entitled The Business of Health
& Wellness: Engaging Consumers and
Making Money, was developed from a
workshop hosted in Cambridge, MA, and
attended by delegates from industry leaders
including Adidas, Colgate Palmolive, Sony, Unilever, Qualcomm Incorporated and Pepsico.
Delegates believed that the most disruption in this space will come from medical technology being
moved into the consumer space, which will provide challenges to consumer and health care
companies alike that may find themselves threatened if they fail to adapt to this new model.

“Disruption in this market will come from medical firms moving from 10-year product lifecycles and
confronting the 18-month lifecycles of the consumer world, and from consumer companies adapting
to the rigorous processes demanded by medical regulations,” said Duncan Smith, Head of Product
Development at Cambridge Consultants. “The market is not yet mature enough to see examples of
successful business models over the long-term, but there are incredible opportunities for companies
able to capitalize on the vast amount of health information already available, consolidating it into
personalized recommendations just as Google has come to drive what we see and even purchase
online.”

The report explores two key points of view around
successful revenue models: one, that profit will be
driven by reimbursement for solutions demonstrating a
reduction in healthcare costs; two, that success will lie
in directly targeting consumers and engaging them in
improving their own health and well-being. Both views
come together around the prediction that healthcare
will become increasingly personalized, moving away
from treatment to lifestyle management.
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Healthcare spending is predominantly driven by life
events (such as birth, starting a family, retirement, and
illness). At these points, consumers’ motivations and
discretionary spending habits change, and healthcare payers are highly motivated to reduce cost at
these peak times. Products and services with proven benefits will appeal to both consumers
—particularly if the benefits are apparent in the short-term—and healthcare payers, who will see
these confirmed solutions as worthwhile investments.

“Across consumer groups, turning data into meaningful information will be the real key to winning in
this new space”, continued Smith. “Engagement on many levels, from individual apps to social
networks, will set the scene for the next dominant name in the industry to trawl health data and use it
to help people live healthier lives. This will be encapsulated in ‘virtual Mom’ services which will
predict outcomes and advise users on positive actions.”

Consumer education is also cited in the report as a critical
driver in this new market, and real moms are the likely keys to
companies’ success. Women with families and discretionary
budgets are open to investing in their families’ health and
wellbeing, making them enticing targets for many potential
products as well as market advocates with a strong network
effect.

Cambridge Consultants’ work in both the medical technology and consumer products spaces
uniquely positions the company to drive innovative product design and development in this emerging
area. Representatives will attend the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas on January 10-13,
2012, with a booth in the Digital Health Pavilion in the North Hall 3031. At CES, Cambridge
Consultants will be exploring how these findings will impact the market directly over the next five
years. There are a host of potential unmet consumer needs that can be addressed by novel products
that exploit combinations of technologies in this new and emerging sector. The full report is available
on request by emailing your details to info@cambridgeconsultants.com (please include your name,
company name and postal address). The report will also be distributed at the CES booth.

About Cambridge Consultants
Cambridge Consultants develops breakthrough products, creates and licenses intellectual property,
and provides business consultancy in technology critical issues for clients worldwide. For 50 years,
the company has been helping its clients turn business opportunities into commercial successes,
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consumer products, transport, energy, cleantech and wireless communications. For more information
visit: www.cambridgeconsultants.com
Cambridge Consultants is part of Altran, the European leader in innovation and high technology
consulting. The Group’s 17,500 consultants, operating worldwide, cover the entire range of
engineering specialties, including electronics, information technology, quality and organization. Altran
offers its clients ongoing support throughout the innovation cycle, from technology watch, applied
basic research and management consulting to industrial systems engineering and information
systems. The Group provides services to most industries, including the automotive, aeronautics,
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